The Tarot of Ideals

People have different ways of interpreting the Tarot. Some simply look up the meanings of the cards in a
book. Others look at the pictures on the cards, such as what the person is holding, the direction he or she
is facing, the surrounding objects, and so forth. But another way of interpreting the Tarot is to focus on
the underlying meanings of the cards, independently of what the book says, and without direct reference
to the pictures. This requires an understanding of the deep meanings of numbers, associations with the
suits, and the historical background of the trump and court cards.
The following are some ideas on how to interpret the Tarot based on the underlying ideas and archetypes
that it contains. If you have an understanding of the medieval concept of a Hanged Man, or the meaning
of the swords suit, or what kind of person a Page was, or what the number three means, you will be able
to make your own connections with your particular situation.

The Suits

The Numbers

The Court Cards

The Trump Cards

A Few Spreads
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The Suits
When reading the minor suit cards, it may be best to look first at the suit, then the number or character.
Swords and coins suggest the above and below, while cups and rods suggest the inner and outer. The
opponent pairs represent polarities that suggest Cartesian axes, or perhaps tetrahedral symmetry. The
lists on the next page are a little redundant to preserve the horizontal relationships.

The Suits (continued)

Cups

Rods

Swords

Coins

Water

Fire

Air

Earth

Inner

Outer

Above

Below

Yin

Yang

Heaven

Earth

The receptive

The creative

The world of ideas

The material world

Emotions

Actions

The mental/spiritual

The physical

Right brain

Motor

Left brain

Sensory

Intuition

Action

Reason

Observation

Emotions

The will

The intellect

Sensory perceptions

Secret

Public

Organizational

Material

Hidden

Visible

Emergent/holistic

Reductionist/sum of the parts

Soft

Hard

Complex

Simple

Temperance

Fortitude

Justice

Prudence

Mysterious

Manifest

Sacred

Profane

Change

Realization

Plans

Permanence

Influence

Control

Mastery

Support

Loyalty

Action

Authority

Obedience

Family, friends

Coworkers

Superiors

Subordinates

Introverted

Extroverted

Idealistic/Analytic

Pragmatic/Realistic

The Numbers
Numbers have their own meanings, basic archetypal meanings from deep inside the mind, just like the
figures on the trump cards or court cards; and like these figures, numbers can be similarly interpreted
when consulting the Tarot. Let the numbers speak to you.
Negating or reversing the qualities below is variously interpreted, and may depend on your situation. For
example, the opposite of power may be weakness; or it may be a “dark side” of power such as aggression;
or it may be power turned against you; or it may represent something hindering you from attaining or
using power.

One: not really a number; the origin of all numbers.
Associations: beginning, origin, seed, potential, unity, identity, monad, independence, self-sufficiency,
the best, nirvana.
Negatively: isolation, loneliness, egotism, narcissism, solipsism.

Two: the first number; even (yin); prototypcal female; prime.
Associations: dynamic balance, dyad, yin and yang, differentiation, contrast, cooperation, pair, synthesis,
symmetry, attraction, relationship, choice. The initial act of creation.
Negatively: opposition, separation, division, incombatibility, indecision, ambivalence, doubt.

Three: odd (yang); prototypcal male; prime; triangular. The elemental plane figure.
Associations: growing strength, growth, procreation, a cord of three strands, simple stability of a tripod,
social interaction, group, basic components/trichotomy, beginning/middle/end.
Negatively: conflict, alienation, a stranger or foreigner.

The Numbers (continued)

Four: doubly even; 2 × 2 square; Platonic solid (tetrahedron).
Associations: static balance, stability, reliability, upright, endurance, four seasons/cardinal
points/classical elements, orientation, structure, foundation, boundaries.
Negatively: stagnation, boredom, entrapment, the commonplace.

Five: odd; prime. The middle digit. The only number in this series that does not have a regular figure
that tiles the plane. The first star shape (pentagram).
Associations: change, movement, energy, fulcrum, the midpoint. The quintessence. Man, in a position
between heaven and earth. Tension, but the potential for something transcendent.
Negatively: instability, crisis, tipping point, discomfort, unease; one past balance, one short of harmony.

Six: even; the first composite of two primes (2 × 3); triangular; Platonic solid (octahedron).
Associations: harmony, complex organization, interconnection, system, network, industry, snowflake,
honeycomb.
Negatively: confusion, chaos, noise, fragmentation.

The Numbers (continued)

Seven: odd; the largest prime in this series. The only number that has neither factors nor a product in this
series; it only appears once. “Everything is fond of sevens” (Iamblichus).
Associations: opportunity, intuition, luck, discovery, mystery, proliferation, seven classical planets,
seventh son of a seventh son, seven seas/wonders/cities of gold/heavens/seals . . . .
Negatively: the unexpected, fate, loss of control, error.

Eight: triply even; 2 × 2 × 2 cube; the only number in this series with three factors; Platonic solid
(hexahedron).
Associations: power, authority, confidence, vigilance, the bagua, all the cardinal directions, moves of a
chess queen. (Sometimes interpreted as completion, or eternity; but those honors belong to nine and
ten in this base ten series.)
Negatively: aggression, domination, defeat.

Nine: doubly odd; 3 × 3 square. The final digit.
Associations: completion, achievement, abundance, plenty, universality, cloud nine, nine lives.
Negatively: want, avarice, waste, failure, falling short.

The Numbers (continued)

Ten: even; composite of two primes (2 × 5); triangular (the tetractys); also tetrahedral. A new digit/order
of magnitude.
Associations: new beginning, rebirth, awakening, perfection of the one, transcendence, victory.
Negatively: excess, over the top, ending, death.

The Court Cards
The court cards are sometimes considered to represent real people associated with the current situation.
They, more so than any of the other cards, form a literal, ordered society. This contrasts with the people
in the trump cards such as the Empress and Emperor, who in context are more likely to represent abstract
concepts. Alternative interpretations are possible; applied to oneself, a court card may represent a facet of
your personality, or a role for you to play.

The Page, or Valet, is a young assistant. Associated names are squire, knave, and
jack. At different times he may have attended to a member of the nobility, or have
been apprenticed to a knight. The basic concepts are youth, growth, and learning, as
well as service and dependence on others. A page also suggests the idea of a
messenger (“Paging Dr. Jones.”) Negative aspects may include immaturity,
inexperience, or impulsivity. Pages (and knights) were male, and so represented
historically; but modern readers are more likely to consider the concept to be genderneutral. The lady-in-waiting was never included among playing cards, but may be
something of a female analogy.

The Knight is a fighter sworn to service to the king and/or queen. Unlike the Page, he
is a grown adult, a trained professional, and more of an independent agent. He may
be the first to respond to a challenge. He has been knighted, a rite of passage, and
may have been entrusted with a specific task. The basic concepts are adult vigor,
loyalty, and responsibility. Virtue, in this context called chivalry, also plays a central
role; a knight (cavalier, caballero, gentleman) was expected to be a hero or role model
(a “knight in shining armor”). Especially in modern times, non-warriors are
sometimes knighted for exceptional achievement. Negatively, the Knight may
represent conflict or rebellion, or failure of purpose. As with the Page, the modern
concept is likely to be gender-neutral.

The Court Cards (continued)
Unlike the Page and Knight, the King and Queen are a gender-specific pair. Both
rank and gender issues must therefore be taken into account. On the surface, the
Queen represents mature female authority, possibly a maternal figure. Generalizing
the concept, she may represent someone of either gender who embodies a “cups”
style of leadership: receptive, nurturing, caring; someone who inspires affection in
addition to loyalty. On the other hand, the established card order, like that of
patrilineal societies, ranks the Queen lower than the King. She may therefore be taken
as a second-in-command, vice president type of character, independent of gender; one
who manages the home front while someone else fights the battles. The type of
person who plays a role in the background out of proportion to appearances; “the
hand that rocks the cradle,” “the power behind the throne.” (Note that sometimes
there is a reigning queen.)

The King represents mature male authority, possibly a paternal figure. Independent
of gender, the King is a “rods” type of leader: active, assertive, dominating, the one
who gives the orders. The King embodies mastery rather than support, control rather
than influence; someone who may inspire fear in addition to loyalty. As to rank, the
King is the top of the hierarchy, the boss, the CEO. Even though he wields the most
power, he is expected to fight for the nation, is held responsible when things go
wrong, and is the most likely target for assassination; “heavy is the head that wears
the crown.”

The Trump Cards
The triumph, or trump, cards represent medieval imagery from the pageant carts that were drawn
through the streets as part of mystery, miracle, and morality plays. The following are thumbnail sketches
of each trump card from the perspective of history.

The Magician
Alternately, the Juggler. A street magician, carnival entertainer, huckster; his “magic”
is sleight-of-hand. A skillful and charismatic performer who has the ability to awe the
crowds, but also to fleece the unwary. (The hand really is quicker than the eye.)
Allegorically, a miracle worker. Something of a sideshow to the pageant that follows.

The Papesse
The Papesse may represent one of several actual people, such as the legendary Pope
Joan, or Sister Manfreda of the Guglielmite sect, or Joan of Naples. She represents
spiritual influence or example of a “cups” nature like the Queen; or more generally,
one’s inner spiritual experience. But she is unconventional, a usurper in the eyes of
orthodoxy. One of her historical referents represented an “underground” movement;
another kept a very deep secret. Pope Joan achieved her position through her great
learning, and the old decks depict her holding a book. Today sometimes called the
High Priestess to generalize the role beyond the modern Catholic church.
The Empress
Female or maternal secular authority like the Queen, but of an all-encompassing
nature as befitting her position as a trump card and as the wife of the Emperor. As
ancient rulers were sometimes deified, the Empress may be considered something of
an earth goddess, a supreme mother figure, the embodiment of all things female.

The Emperor
Male or paternal secular authority like the King. Possibly the embodiment of male
deity, a supreme father. How do the Emperor and Empress differ from the Kings and
Queens? First of all, there are four Kings and Queens, each associated with an
individual suit, implying that they are the monarchs of specific domains. An emperor
may rule over a number of kings, who retain their position in exchange for loyalty to
the empire. The Emperor and Empress cards, by virtue of this concept, and the fact
that they number among the trumps, represent universal, “cosmic” secular authority.
In addition, the Kings and Queens may represent actual people in the current
situation; the Emperor and Empress, like the other trumps, are more abstract
concepts.

The Trump Cards (continued)
The Pope
In medieval Italy, universally recognizable as the ultimate spiritual authority on
earth. He clearly represents orthodoxy, the external expression of religious activity.
As he was the one who crowned the emperor, his authority was in theory greater; but
in reality, popes and emperors clashed, sometimes dramatically, during the middle
ages and renaissance. And for several decades prior to the creation of the Tarot, there
were even rival popes. Today the card is sometimes called the High Priest or
Hierophant to generalize the role beyond the modern Catholic church; but this
obscures the fact that the original name means “father.”
The Lovers
Originally, just Love, without much hint of allegory. The lovers were soon joined by
a clergyman performing a wedding ceremony; the scene later morphed into a man
having to choose between two women, presumably representing virtue and
sensuality. Or is the older woman the man’s mother? Love can be as complicated as
you want it to be . . . . The idea of the card representing a decision comes from these
later developments.

The Chariot
The classical Roman triumph was a victory parade in which a military commander
(like our “grand marshal”) rode a chariot through the streets. Little wonder that a set
of cards representing triumphs includes a chariot. Another old name for the card was
The Reward of Victory. Its presence following the previous card suggests the familiar
themes of love and war.

Justice
One of Plato’s four cardinal virtues (along with fortitude, temperance, and prudence),
Justice refers to interpersonal justice or fairness. The Greek concept also included
observance of the social order. The law enforcement type of justice is an extension of
the concept.

The Trump Cards (continued)
The Hermit
The oldest Tarot cards depict an old man carrying an hourglass, not a lantern,
implying that he is Father Time. Other old captions include Time, or just The Old
Man. A hermit carrying a lantern calls to mind Diogenes, the Greek philosopher who
lived in a barrel and went about searching for an honest man. To reconcile these two
images, one might think of the Hermit as a wizened sage who embodies both the
wisdom and the ravages of time. Remember, time is always running out.

The Wheel of Fortune
Fortuna was the Roman goddess of luck and/or fate, and her will has been depicted
as a cycle, or wheel, since ancient times. You may get to the top of the wheel, but you
can only stay there until it turns again. Fortune herself is sometimes depicted as
blindfolded. The opening title of the thirteenth-century work Carmina Burana, Fortuna
Imperatrix Mundi (Fortune, Empress of the World), consists of the names of three Tarot
cards.

Fortitude
The second of the cardinal virtues included in the standard Tarot deck, Fortitude
refers to courage or moral strength. The courage to put one’s hands into a lion’s
mouth, not the physical strength to hold it open. It also includes the ideas of
endurance or forbearance.

The Hanged Man
Alternately, the Traitor. To be hanged up by the feet like this was a humiliating
medieval punishment. While still alive, it would be the equivalent of being pilloried,
or even crucified if the end was death. (And imagine how much harder it would be
on your joints to be hung by just one leg. For a couple of days.) In modern times,
Mussolini was publicly hanged by his feet after being summarily executed, and his
disfigured body was stoned by the crowd. In a traitor’s absence, “shame paintings”
depicting him suspended like this were sometimes publicly displayed. Of course, one
side’s traitor may be the other side’s patriot, and the card may be interpreted as
martyrdom or sacrifice, to which the victim may have submitted himself willingly on
some level.

The Trump Cards (continued)
Death
The end of this life; the beginning of the next may be implied but is not stated. It is
easy to interpret this card as one of life’s many transitions; but in the Dance of Death
morality play from which much of the Tarot imagery is drawn, the transition was
clearly the big one out of this life and into the hereafter. Old superstitious decks don’t
even caption this card; it is clearly a grim reaper type of figure. And it is number
thirteen. A central theme of the morality plays was that death comes for all regardless
of their station, including lovers, hermits, popes, and emperors. Death is the dark side
of a transition, the end, inevitable and irrevocable.
Temperance
The last of the Tarot’s cardinal virtues. (The absence of prudence has been variously
interpreted). As moderation or avoidance of excess, traditional imagery includes the
diluting (not replacing) of wine with water.

The Devil
The Devil tempts, enslaves, and torments, but will have his own reckoning. The
medieval devil is always depicted as grotesque, not a cute little imp (unlike, perhaps,
his minions) or a halloween costume, and definitely not any sort of romanticized
vision of untamed nature. Slavery, torture, and genocide are just plain ugly.

The House of God
Alternately, the Tower. An older name name seems to have been The House of the
Devil. The latter is consistent with the dramatically-staged mystery play about the
harrowing of hell, or the rescue of righteous souls from limbo. It also fits into a series
about the afterlife that began with The Hanged Man, Death, and The Devil, and is
followed by Judgment. Evil is being vanquished, the proud struck down, the
fortifications breached, and the righteous set free.

The Trump Cards (continued)
The Star
As we near the end of the trump series we encounter three heavenly bodies of
increasing brilliance. It seems appropriate, now that we have passed through Death
and limbo, and approach Judgment and (it is hoped) heaven. A star is a remote but
steady guidepost or sign, one that orients us in the dark. Stars have long represented
wishes or hopes. They are the reference points for everything else, including the
moon and sun. And the planets (wandering stars) follow complex and age-old paths
through the cosmos.

The Moon
The moon is the feminine, mysterious, waxing and waning light of the night. She
comes and goes in a tireless monthly cycle of renewal. She is associated with sleep
and dreams, water and tides, madness, and activities that shrink from the light of
day. The yin of water and earth.

The Sun
The sun is the constant, brilliant, and life-giving light of day. Consciousness and
visibility as opposed to the unconscious and mystery; the yang of fire and air. Often
associated with warmth and happiness, but also blinding and scorching in excess.
The solstices and equinoxes have long been observed and celebrated as markers for
the cycle of planting and harvest.

Judgment
As in the last judgment, the day of reckoning, payback, karma. Alternately, the
Angel, blowing a trumpet and summoning the dead to rise. Most cards actually
depict the resurrection, which would be the “other side” of the Death card.

The Trump Cards (continued)
The World
This card represents the Earth of the apocalyptic “a new heaven and a new Earth.”
The central character is in fact surrounded by four apocalyptic creatures. Another
title for the card was Anima Mundi, The Soul of the World. A transformed, perfected
world, a new creation or beginning.

The Wild Card
The Fool
Alternately, the Madman. Not a numbered trump card, but a wild card like the joker
of modern decks. Originally pictured as something like a homeless mentally ill
person, he later took on the costume of a jester, and may have played a similar role in
the triumph pageants. An eccentric wanderer, clearly outside mainstream society.
Someone who can speak the truth and get away with it. Often idealized as innocent
and carefree.

A Few Spreads
What is the nature of the connection between you, the Tarot, and the rest of the world? It may be a way of
training your intuition to grasp, or at least admit, things that are there but previously unrecognized. It
may be the power of suggestion, giving you the motivation to take an action, or prodding you to make a
choice that you are reluctant to make. It may be a form of meditation, giving you a chance to take a time
out and think reflectively. It may be part of the fabric of the universe, the synchronicity of meaningful
events. Or it may be something else entirely.
Above all, remember that the Tarot is a deck of playing cards.

The Weather Vane

Concerning your situation:
1. My place in the situation
2. Positive aspects of the situation
3. Negative aspects of the situation
4. What am I doing right?
5. What am I doing wrong?
6. What should my attitude or response be?
7. Where is this headed?

A Few Spreads (continued)
The Mirror

Concerning your situation:
1, 2. What am I doing right?
3, 4. What do I need to work on?

Two Paths

Concerning two choices:
1, 4. Pros of each choice
2, 5. Cons of each choice
3, 6. Where each choice is headed (quick version: just these two)

A Few Spreads (continued)
A Relationship
Not necessarily a romantic relationship; it could be one with a family member or coworker, or even a
group or organization.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Me
The other
Facilitating factors
Barriers
What should my attitude be?

Negative thoughts or emotions

1.
2.
3.
4.

My role in this situation
A word of encouragement
What should I avoid?
What should my attitude be?

A Few Spreads (continued)
Single Card
What should my attitude or response be to this situation?
What should I be mindful of today?

Two Cards
Feeling kind of down at the end of the day; if you would, please
1. tell me something good about today;
2. tell me something good about tomorrow.

The Compass
Example:

Use this spread to choose a card for each suit, and one for you in the center. Start laying cards down; place
the first trump or court card that you get into the center, and discard the rest. Then continue laying cards
down. When you get a suited card, place it into position. If you get a duplicate of a suit, or a trump card,
discard it. Do this until you have one card of each suit at each compass point. This may be used as a
general mindfulness spread, or it may represent the different facets of a specific situation.

A Few Spreads (continued)
Reading without a “spread”
Sometimes it helps to just lay cards down and look at them, with or without asking a question; it can serve
as a kind of card meditation. One ponders the relationships, sometimes linear, other times more
complex. The supporting and opposing suits are usually taken into consideration. The court cards may
be seen as directing or leading the numbered cards, and trump cards generally take center stage.
One need not lay down the cards in a linear sequence; let your imagination be your guide. For example:

The Tetrahedron
A tetrahedron may be thought of as a triangular pyramid, with an apex and three points forming a base.
But it may also be thought of as two lines at right angles, like axes, but not in the same plane. In either
case, it is fully symmetrical; it may be rotated so that any point is the apex, or any two line segments form
the axes.

A Few Spreads (continued)
Any four cards may be considered a tetrahedron. And because of the symmetry, the actual positions of
the cards are of no consequence. Look for either opponent pairs, or an apex.

